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Rä di Martino’s ‘The Picture of Ourselves’ (2013)

Melanie Gerlis APRIL 15, 2016

The race is on to capture the hearts, minds and wallets of the twenty-something art buyer. The
targets are professionals with a bit of money to spare (think bankers with their first bonus,
recently promoted lawyers) but not enough to play in the six- to seven-figure market.

While there is plenty on offer below those levels, “the challenge is how to know what is good,”
says Nicholas Campbell, who founded Narcissus Arts to advise on sourcing work for under
£10,000. This seems particularly pertinent to people who are gleaning much of their art
information and recommendations through Instagram.

Campbell is one of about 20 advisers taking part in a new service called “By Appointment”
offered at London’s Art16 fair this year (May 20-22).

Also with younger buyers in mind is the experimental What’s Up exhibition in London this week
(14 and 49 Greek Street, W1, to April 30). Lawrence van Hagen, the adviser and collector behind
the show, has paired new artists with their more established counterparts to show that their
work stacks up. So pieces by Lauren Keeley (priced up to $6,000) and Joe Reihsen (priced up to
$16,000) are alongside those by market-darlings Jonas Wood, Sterling Ruby and Mark Flood.
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Also attractive to millennials on a budget, Daata editions, a sales platform for art designed for
digital download, is releasing a new series by Tracey Emin. Starting at $100 (the price goes up
as the edition of 20 goes down), each of the six new works is a sound file of Emin reading a
poem that she wrote (sample: “I lay here/ with my head buried in the pillow/ I love you/ I want
you/ to love me”). Each poem is accompanied by a still image. They will be available to
download from May 5 (daata-editions.com).

The private sector is transforming the contemporary art scene in Milan. The city’s latest space is
the 30,000 sq metres FM Centre for Contemporary Art that has had a €20m refurbishment
thanks to Open Care, the arts logistics arm of an Italian property group. FM stands for
Frigoriferi Milanesi (thankfully abbreviated) as the buildings were the city’s refrigerated food
store and ice factory in the early 20th century. The hybrid centre, overseen by the curator Marco
Scotini, includes a warehouse, a residency programme, some artists’ estates (including Gianni
Colombo’s) and now has an exhibition space to show works from private collections (opening
show L’Inarchiviabile, edgy Italian art from the 1970s, to June 15).

Three commercial galleries have also taken on some of FM’s temporary space: Bologna’s up-
and-coming P420, Monitor and SpazioA have mounted a shared exhibition (Corale, to June 10).
“Milan is becoming Italy’s contemporary art centre,” says Alessandro Pasotti, director of P420.

Jonas Lund’s ‘Growth 1’ (2016)

FM’s opening was timed to coincide with the MiArt modern and contemporary art fair, which
ended last week; its lavish VIP programme helps bring the crowds into town. Sales at this fair
tend to favour the blue-chip, 20th-century art that Italians have long supported, though these
weren’t flying from the booths this year. Some of the more cutting-edge works did find homes,
however. Italian collectors picked up several of Jonas Lund’s digital and UV-print works from
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the Los Angeles gallery Steve Turner (priced up to $4,500) and two of three editions of Rä di
Martino’s compelling, disturbing video, “The Picture of Ourselves” (2013), are on reserve, one
for the Belgian collector Alain Servais (Cøpperfield gallery, €5,000).

As collectors increasingly consider borrowing money against their art, the nascent art-loan
industry continues to attract initiatives. The latest, courtesy of the art advisory group Overstone
and the museum-to-collector platform Vastari, enables works with a financial lien to go into
museum exhibitions. To date, and outside of the US, lenders have required that this art is kept
safe in a storage facility. The new product, called Fin Expo, means that the museum in question
now takes on the responsibility for the work on behalf of the lender while it is on its walls.

“Being on display can increase the value of a work dramatically,” says Tim Sutton, managing
director of the art logistics group Constantine. “So it’s a win-win-win situation for the museum,
the owner and the lending bank.” Provided the art is good, of course.

Ever wondered what art critics collect? A group of 21 works, estimated at $1.2m-$1.7m, from the
Manhattan home of the legendary postwar critic Clement Greenberg and his wife, Jenny, come
to auction at Christie’s in New York on May 11. Included are pieces by Anthony Caro, Jules
Olitski, Kenneth Noland and Helen Frankenthaler, whose 1950 ink “Sketch of Clement
Greenberg” is offered for $15,000-$20,000. The works are being sold by the Greenbergs’ heirs.

As I predicted last week, the leaked Panama Papers include a fair share of art world revelations.
The most dramatic — and now part of a criminal investigation — is that the art dealer David
Nahmad controls the offshore company that officially owns the Modigliani painting “Seated
man with a Cane” (1918). The work, which is estimated to be worth up to $25m, is at the heart of
a separate Nazi restitution case in which its ownership has been questioned.

In the highly secretive, high-stakes world that is the international art market, replete with its
warehouses, intermediaries and highly portable assets, how shocking are these behind-the-
scenes set ups?

“Art is right in the middle of the Venn overlap between ‘international’ and ‘secrecy’, along with
‘shell companies’. It’s hardly a surprise that you’re going to find shell companies full of art,” says
Felix Salmon, senior editor at Fusion and long-time art market commentator.

Melanie Gerlis is art market editor of The Art Newspaper. Georgina Adam is away
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